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We are pleased that the Senate’s omnibus comedy spending bill was scutteled by senators. After all, the bill was rushed and did include acres and acres of earmarks totaling several billion dollars, but it also included the bill full of earmarks — and both parties did it in a manner reminiscent of the perpetual tirp in ear that we listen to the American people, who are tired of the practice, which too often involves confu in perks to special inter-es or big businesses w\n\nthat would benefit from future cam campaign.

As defenders of earmarks never fail to tell us, the amount is a mere trickle to the U.S. economy. However, that’s not the point. People are tired of our government be- ing run in ways that are ethically chal- lenged when compared to how most Americans run their businesses and family budgets. Earmarks need to be voted on, just like any other proposed expendit.

In the 1990s denonymous Senator Bill Clinton — noted woman — for the earmarks in the omnibus bill. Despite the comedy, the earmarked- subations are gone and thus this editorial is read it’s likely Congress will have a finished resolu- tion to fund the U.S. government for a few months. Early next year, we will see a serious Senate debate with publicans and Democrats over how big the next omnibus spending bill shou ld be.

We await that debate, and hope it’s waged with more integrity than we saw last week.

Residents expected to maintain city’s properties

I read with interest the letter about Ogden and its rules (Dec. 16, “Readers pool: Ogden’s property rules?”)

I have been here for three years and the city with the city I do not understand why we pay thousands of dollars for close vacuum trucks, and the city supposedly won’t start using them any time soon.

We have trees that are completely bare by Nov. 1. This year, due to health issues, we did not get the leaves bagged because there were wet and they were put in the road in the ones that fell to dry out. Most of these leaves are from the neighbors because they don’t have to mow, but we are grateful if they let us have them. With new rules, the city will not do much about it.

We received a letter from the code enforcement office because some people in the city have ordered enforcement department to put the leaves in the road to keep them blocked. Residents are not going to allow that.

Street light timing improves air, gas mileage

I would like to bring up the issue of timing the street lights, again. When gasoline prices went really high, everyone realized that the lights needed to be timi

But since the price has gone down again, people have forgotten about turning the lights. We need to do this before the next oil crisis. It is important to reduce our cost of driving, but also to reduce the pollution made by cars by half, and make driving in our cities a pleasant experience.

State Legislature takes over a scary thought
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The Strupp Howard Nancy Ser- vice was granted until the past few years and negatives of Michael Noreen, former chairman of the Republican National Committee.

See this column and more at: standard.net

We see no threat from holiday weather

The weather forecasters were not able to tell us, the amount is a mere trickle to the U.S. economy. However, that’s not the point. People are tired of our government being run in ways that are ethically challenged when compared to how most Americans run their businesses and family budgets. Earmarks need to be voted on, just like any other proposed expenditure.

Having said all this, we take no pleasure in the coming of Republican senators taking credit for killing the omnibus bill. Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, a Democrat, was correct when he said of his Republican colleagues’ “hypocrites” pressing for the bill. It was a bill punging against the earmarks, many of which they request- ed. It is hypocrisy to denounce sin, or any action perceived as wrong, while engaging in same sin or act.

(For a brief refresher on hypocrisy, one only needs to look back at speech- es by former Rep. Newt Gingrich — noted woman — for the earmarks in the omnibus bill. Despite the comedy, the earmarked- subations are gone and thus this editorial is read it’s likely Congress will have a finished resolu- tion to fund the U.S. government for a few months. Early next year, we will see a serious Senate debate with publicans and Democrats over how big the next omnibus spending bill shou ld be.

We await that debate, and hope it’s waged with more integrity than we saw last week.

Residents expected to maintain city’s properties

I read with interest the letter about Ogden and its rules (Dec. 16, “Readers pool: Ogden’s property rules?”)

I have been here for three years and the city with the city I do not understand why we pay thousands of dollars for close vacuum trucks, and the city supposedly won’t start using them any time soon.

We have trees that are completely bare by Nov. 1. This year, due to health issues, we did not get the leaves bagged because there were wet and they were put in the road in the ones that fell to dry out. Most of these leaves are from the neighbors because they don’t have to mow, but we are grateful if they let us have them. With new rules, the city will not do much about it.

We received a letter from the code enforcement office because some people in the city have ordered enforcement department to put the leaves in the road to keep them blocked. Residents are not going to allow that.

Street light timing improves air, gas mileage

I would like to bring up the issue of timing the street lights, again. When gasoline prices went really high, everyone realized that the lights needed to be timi

But since the price has gone down again, people have forgotten about turning the lights. We need to do this before the next oil crisis. It is important to reduce our cost of driving, but also to reduce the pollution made by cars by half, and make driving in our cities a pleasant experience.
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